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Q.At a recent conference I attended, a

ph arm aceu t ica l  r epresen ta t ive  w as

approaching people to talk about risperidone

having been approved for autism. Is there any

reason to believe this?

A.There are much better reasons to question it,

beginning with the fact that pharmaceutical

manufacturers present their “information” in

pretty much the same format you would see at a

boat show. This may in fact be an actionable

offense, given that the FDA declined to approve

the manufacturer’s application to advertise the

drug as “for autism” (this is what “FDA Approval”

means: legal permission to advertise a drug for a

given purpose). If we give an overzealous

salesman the benefit of the doubt (which I will do

only for the rhetorical purposes of this column),

we could say he was taking the results of the

RUPP Studies further than the FDA and the

researchers themselves do. In fact the FDA has

approved advertising of risperidone for “irritability

associated with autism” in children over age 5. 

Q.What are the RUPP Studies?

A.The RUPP Studies are a series of multi-site,

placebo-controlled studies by the Research

Units on Pediatric Psychopharmacology Autism

Network (RUPP) on the effects of risperidone on

some aspects of autism spectrum disorders.3,8,11

These are very well done controlled studies, with

careful diagnosis of subjects using the Autism

Diagnostic Observation Scale and Autism

Diagnostic Interview (ADOS/ADI). The studies

measure effects in children of low dose (up to

2.5mg/day) risperidone on irritability, aggression

and “tantrums,” showing substantial short-term

(one year and under) reductions in all measured

problems. Patients were monitored for movement

disorders, sedation, weight gain, cardiac changes,

and changes in serum prolactin levels, all known

side effects of risperidone. The studies are

reminiscent of the studies of Anderson, et al.  of1,2

treatment of the same issues with haloperidol.

The resulting decrease in aggression, self-injury,

irritability and “tantrums” are similar to those

seen in the earlier haloperidol studies, without

the movement disorders seen with haloperidol.

The authors are duly cautious in their

conclusions, pointing out the relatively short

period of controlled observation (the final 42

weeks of the 48 week studies were open) and the

incidence of weight gain (other side effects were

rare and time limited). They found no risperidone

effects on the core symptoms of Autistic disorder

(social deficits, intolerance of change, motor

stereotypy, sensory and environmental response

peculiarities),  making a manufacturer’s8

salesman’s claim for the drug as “for autism”

ridiculous. In fact, a related group, the RBDSG6

found the same results for these behaviors in

children with intellectual disability and disruptive

behavior disorders.6

Risperidone has been approved by the FDA for “irritability associated with autism,” and clinicians
in large numbers have been using it for behavioral problems in patients with autism spectrum
disorders for some time. However, risperidone has no effect on the core symptoms of autism
spectrum disorders, and is a poor treatment for most comorbid conditions. We discuss the evidence
behind the use of risperidone in persons with autism spectrum disorders, and what steps would have
to be taken to develop a similar evidence base for other interventions.
Keywords: antipsychotic, autism, developmental disability, intellectual disability, mental retardation,
psychiatric disorder, risperidone
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Q.Doesn’t this prove the effectiveness of

risperidone in the treatment of these

problems in children and adolescents with

intellectual disability?

A.It does, but it does not prove that this is

optimum treatment of these problems. Nor do

the authors make this claim. One can argue from

these studies that risperidone can be a short-term

stopgap until definitive diagnosis and treatment

(however, withdrawal from risperidone can

complicate that treatment) and, given

demonstration of effectiveness after six months’

follow-up, that risperidone can be one of possibly

many effective treatments. One could argue that

when no other drug-responsive condition can be

diagnosed, risperidone is now the optimum, or at

least only proven, treatment.

Q.These are controlled studies. In the absence

of controlled studies of other therapeutic

approaches to the behavioral problems of autistic

disorder (AD), does this make risperidone the

optimum, or at least the first choice treatment?

A.Since these are the only carefully done

studies to date of any drug for these

symptoms, and the rest of our interventions,

however effective, are based upon uncontrolled

studies and clinical experience, these studies

have been taken uncritically (again, not by their

authors) to mean risperidone is the optimum or

first choice treatment for these disorders. The fact

that a study is controlled does not in and of itself

mean that it answers the right question. The only

way to know what is the correct treatment is to

study the other proposed treatments in the same

way, and then do something like a comparison

study along the lines of the STAR*D studies of

effectiveness of various antidepressant treatments

and the CATIE studies of the effectiveness of

antipsychotics.

Q.What are the STAR*D and CATIE studies?

A.The STAR*D (Sequenced Treatment

Alternatives to  Re lieve  Depress ion)

studies  began with the premise, proven5,13,14,16,17

by numerous studies and clinical observation,

that response of major depressive disorder to

antidepressant medication (most often an SSRI)

was incomplete at best, and looked at the

effectiveness of various augmentation and

treatment-switching strategies in achieving

remission of depression. The CATIE (Clinical

Antipsychotics Tr ia ls  for  In terventions

Effectiveness) studies, tested the efficacy  and9

tolerability  of second and first generation15

antipsychotics (SGAs and an FGA) using a real-

world measure of clinical effectiveness in the

treatment of schizophrenia—time to termination

of drug treatment for any reason (ineffectiveness

or intolerability). Both were funded, refreshingly,

by the National Institutes of Health; to date no

drug manufacturer has been willing to fund head

to head trials of its products (the RUPP Studies

were NIH funded as well). 

Q.Would this be as straightforward as the

STAR*D and CATIE studies?

A.Unfortunately, no. They can be an

inspiration, not a model.

Q.Why is that?

A.The STAR*D and CATIE studies were real-

world clinical studies, in which patients had

choices of treatment after initial conditions of

diagnosis and first-drug trial were met. Treatment

of the studied disorders (Major Depressive

Disorder in the case of STAR*D, Schizophrenia in

the case of CATIE) begin with medications of

known efficacy. That means the favorable effects

of the medications on these disorders are already

established, and in these cases it is known the

drugs affect the core symptoms, by which the

disorders are defined. What is at issue is the

comparative effectiveness of the drugs.

Effectiveness depends upon both the favorable

effects on symptoms and the tolerability of the

drug—will a patient tolerate the side effects in

order to gain the therapeutic benefit. No matter

how efficacious a drug, it can only be effective if

the patient will continue to take it. In both these

series of studies, objective effects on symptom

recovery, and tendency of the patient to continue

or ask to discontinue the drug were measured. 

In the case of the STAR*D series, after initial

effects of an SSRI (citalopram) were assessed,

patients who did not remit could change drugs,

choose among augmentation strategies, or choose

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, and continue to

add augmentation or switching until remission or

best outcome was achieved, yielding several

different outcome pathways whose effectiveness

could be compared. The clinician can in theory

now follow a similar decision process with a

depressed patient, choosing a drug to start and

then choosing second and third line augmentation

as needed, knowing which of these is likely to be
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most effective for the core symptoms as

experienced by the patient. 

In the case of the CATIE series, the pathway of

choices among antipsychotics offer a real sense of

which SGAs are both most efficacious and most

effective, as a result of head-to-head comparisons

(and surprisingly, also offer evidence that SGAs

are not as great an advance over FGAs as first

believed) of effects on the core symptoms as

experienced by the patient.

In fact, however, in the case of STAR*D, since

patients could choose not to be randomized

across second-stage strategies, there is no true

head-to-head comparison of augmentation vs.

drug-sw itch ing strateg ies, on ly  am ong

augmentation strategies. Also, head to head

comparisons are only possible for strategies at

each level of augmentation (i.e., among the second

group of treatments, among the third group,

among the fourth group), not between, for

example, a fourth group and a second group

treatment.  This was not a problem in the13,10,18

CATIE studies, which studied drug switching

among a single class of drug.

Q.What is the next step in studying optimum

treatment of management problems in

children with Autism Spectrum Disorders?

A.The first problem to be faced in trying to take

a similar course in studying efficacy and

effectiveness of drugs in AD is that drug efficacy

has not yet been rigorously established except for

risperidone. Such studies (of SSRIs and of

valproate) are reportedly underway; this is a

necessary first step, but only a first step; it would

yield study support for these treatment strategies

on a par with the RUPP Studies.

Q.Could we then design a study of alternative

strategies?

A.At first blush it would appear possible to

design something like the STAR*D sequence,

where different treatment approaches and

different classes of drugs more closely resembles

the treatment situation in AD than does the

treatment of schizophrenia as organized in the

CATIE studies. However, we lack agreement that

what we want to treat is in fact AD. We are not

trying to treat the core symptoms of AD.

Therefore, the next question is—are the behaviors

we are treating some inherent part of AD, or are

they the result of comorbidity? 

Q.What are the common drug responsive

features and comorbidities of AD that can

cause management problems?

A.The drug-responsive features of AD include

hyperactivity/impulsivity identical to what is

seen in ADHD, and the obsessive-compulsive

symptoms. The most common comorbid

conditions are Panic Disorder and other anxiety

disorders, Major Depressive Disorder, and in older

patients, Bipolar Disorder. The problem to be

resolved is: When a patient presents with

aggression, self-in jury, irritabil ity ,  and

“tantrums,” are these due to some inherent

feature of AD, to frustration of behavior related to

ADHD-like symptoms, to frustration of obsessive-

compulsive needs, or to comorbid panic disorder

or mood disorder?

Q.How would this affect study design?

A.Experimenters would have to take two

simultaneous courses. The first would be to

eliminate from the experimental subject pool all

those who met agreed-upon diagnostic criteria for

one or more of these known drug-responsive

conditions, leaving a pool of subjects with

unidentifiable or perhaps nonspecific causes for

their problem behaviors. With these subjects, a

CATIE-like head to head drug study, comparing

drugs of proven efficacy (risperidone, SSRIs,

stimulants, mood stabilizers) in a switching

protocol, could then be conducted, with patients

randomized to begin with risperidone, with an

SSRI, with a mood stabilizer, switching when the

starting treatment proved ineffective.

Patients who meet criteria for ADHD, obsessive-

compulsive symptoms, panic disorder, or mood

disorder as the origin of their problem behavior

would enter a STAR*D-like study in which the

first treatment tried would be that appropriate to

the presumed origin of the problem behavior, then

test the efficacy and effectiveness of next-choice or

augmentation strategies. Those patients who

failed to achieve relief of problem behaviors in this

arm of the study could be regarded as requiring a

more non-specific approach, and could join the

pool of the CATIE-like study arm.

Q.What other conditions would have to be met?

A.The study would be covering children at a 

wide range of ages and IQs The study size

would have to be large enough to accommodate all

the variables. Naturally the lives of the patients
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the variables. Naturally the lives of the patients

would vary greatly, as they did in the STAR*D and

CATIE studies—this is a real-world experiment,

and real-world contingencies have an impact on

drug effectiveness.  Large groups would13

presumably distribute these life variables

randomly.

Criteria for deciding which arm of the study to

enter would have to be agreed upon, meaning

agreement on criteria for the AD symptoms and

comorbid conditions, and for their contribution to

the problem behaviors under study. Inclusion and

exclusion of subgroups of children with AD, i.e.,

those with genetic syndromes known to increase

the incidence of AD (e.g., Fragile-X syndrome,

Williams syndrome, Phenylketonuria) would have

to be agreed upon.

Equivalent effective dose ranges of medications

would have to be agreed upon, and these would

have to be in part age-dependent, the latter a

complication neither the CATIE nor the STAR*D

protocols had to face. A sequence of augmentation

and switching strategies would have to be agreed

upon, taking into account strategies both to

augment efficacy and increase tolerance.

There would have to be monitoring of side effects

of at least four classes of drugs and their

interactions, meaning an agreed-upon laboratory

and physical monitoring protocol. 

The study would have to be of manageable length,

but long enough to establish long-term

effectiveness (i.e., years). Neither the STAR*D nor

CATIE studies assessed (as yet) effectiveness

beyond three years, in disorders as long-term as

Autism Spectrum Disorders. This adds another

level of complication not faced in either the

STAR*D or CATIE studies; however, a patient

might develop a co-morbid disorder (e.g., new

onset panic disorder) in the course of the trials. 

Q.All this sounds expensive. Who would fund

this study?

A.Certainly not the pharmaceutical industry. As

noted above, they never have and never will

risk their products’ sales by participating in head

to head drug competition. That leaves autism

organizations, which vary in their stance on

medication, and the National Institutes of Health,

which has an awful lot of calls on its money. AD

is a very common disorder, and a widely

recognized health problem, so the constituency for

funding such a study should be there, but again,

enthusiasm for medication treatments varies

widely within the AD community. 

Q.My major concern, upon talking with the

drug rep, was that this FDA approval would

for the first time provide a sort of “evidence” that

drugs are the answer for developmental disability

problems. As you have pointed out, we first have

to diagnose these patients with any disorders that

we know they might have, and we know that

diagnosis of mental health problems in this

population is very challenging, starting with a

general inability to respond to the initial

diagnostic psychiatric interview. So, from a

psychiatric perspective, we do not know why

risperidone worked for the various patients;

perhaps some had bipolar disorder and that is

why they responded. But we all also know that

people with developmental disabilities display all

types of behavior problems due to frustration in

the environment, inappropriate community or

school supports, family problems, or social

difficulties. It is also possible that in these studies

the drug therapy was sedating a large number of

subjects—thus, the reduction in problem

behaviors. We know from the past that seeing

drug therapy as a general answer for the many

problems of people with developmental disabilities

led to massive inappropriate  use of

antipsychotics. This could repeat itself again—

proper supports, residential and day services,

behavioral analysis services, and family support

systems are complicated and expensive and are

no “quick fix” to complex problems. Do you agree?

A.I agree completely. Meaning that if the only

“evidence” we are ever going to accept about

treatment efficacy is Randomized Controlled Trials

(RCTs) each of the studies proposed above would

have to have behavioral treatment arms as well as

pharmacologic treatment arms, and combined

pharmacologic/behavioral treatment arms. We

would have to eliminate as experimental subjects,

or agree on protocols for inclusions, persons with

identifiable precipitants for their problem

behaviors. But in addition to the expense

involved, and the need to agree upon which

behavioral treatment to pursue, there is a

problem with such studies that cannot be

overcome—such studies cannot be blinded, an

issue raised in discussion  and criticism  of7 4

another series of studies—the Treatment of

Adolescents With Depression Study (TADS).  One7
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way forward is use of Effect Size analysis,

described by Rifkin.12

Q.In the end, would such studies resolve the

question of optimum treatment for problem

behaviors in children with AD?

A.I think it would, in the end, provide, like the

STAR*D and CATIE studies, a map but not a

compass.  There will always be variables in13,10,18

treatment decisions beyond the scope of studies

like these. A known genetic syndrome, response

of a family member to a drug or class of drug,

previous trials, age of the child, other drug

tolerance issues or parental demands, might all

affect choice of treatment more than the result of

a study that does not take such factors into

account. When it is all over, we will know more

than we know now, and will be able to argue

better, but I doubt we will regard the issues as

completely settled.
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